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Xi-Modi meeting fames East Lake
By Zhai Lanlan

At East Lake, on April 28,
2018, President Xi Jinping met with
Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. Photos of the two leaders
taking a stroll along the shore of
East Lake appeared on front pages
of major international newspapers.
The Xinhua website ran several
high definition pictures that captured
memorable moments of the two
leaders having a cordial conversation
while taking a walk and appreciating
the flowers at the lake.
These pictures were taken on
the walkway along the lake near the
East Lake Hotel and in a pavilion
on the lake where the beauty of the
vast East Lake comes into view.
As reported on the home page
of the BBC official website,
"No doubt the relaxed surroundings
of Wuhan will help the two leaders
have a candid discussion on the
issues that divide them, and we may
see a further softening of tone."
The Russian News reported,
"Chinese President Xi Jinping and
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi
took a walk along East Lake in
Wuhan. In the friendly atmosphere,
both leaders exchanged their ideas
on bilateral relationships as well as
international and regional problems
that they are concerned with."
Apart from Indian Prime

Minister Narendra Modi, two other
foreign leaders have been to the
shore of East Lake in Wuhan in just
over a year, including French Prime
Minister Bernard Cazeneuve on
February 23, 2017, and British
Prime Minister Theresa May who
came to Wuhan on January 31,
2018.
The night time sightseeing route
of the East Lake Pleasure Boats has
been extended as of May 1.
According to staff members, the
company extended the travel route
after the full implementation of
projects such as the beautification,
colorization and lighting of the East
Lake Greenway Phase III. The newly
initiated night sightseeing route,
along with boat singers and colorful
lights on the boat, will surely bring
passengers a fantastic audiovisual
experience.
In order to create world-class
lighting, highlight Chu culture, and
prepare for the approaching 7th
Military World Games in 2019, lights
have been installed on two sections
of the road along East Lake.
According to a source in the Wuhan
Tourism Development & Investment
Group in charge of the project, the
lighting highlights include wonderful
red night scenes of the Chu culture
in its design.

East Lake at night

International fame lures visitors to East Lake
After the two leaders'
meeting, East Lake has
achieved international
prominence. During the May
Day holiday, East Lake was
on CCTV News and its live
news program. According to
statistics, 500,000 visitors
come to East Lake during
the vacation period, with an
estimated four out of ten
coming from outside of
Wuhan.
On May 1, the
Chufengyuan parking lot on
the greenway was fully
occupied by vehicles, some
of which were from
Guangdong, Hunan, Anhui,
Shaanxi, and Hainan

provinces.
Dong Jing, along with
four family members from
Guangzhou, entered Liyuan
Park, toured the Ting Tao
Scenic Area, walked along
the greenway, boarded the
boat at the Luoxiashuixie,
landed at the Chuhehanjie,
and walked along the Han
Street on the Chu River for
some famous local snacks.
When seeing some little
children performing a show,
her daughter got on the stage
and participated happily in a
performance. Having seen all
of this, Dong remarked,
"Wuhan, as an international
metropolis, is so dazzling."

